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literature began. The effect of Kobinson Crusoe on the
Continent was enormous ; in Germany especially it
.provoked an entire literature of '&obinsonaden> all
discarding the imaginative appurtenances of the older
novel. From now on a conscious striving after truth
crept into the travel aspect of imaginative literature.
Of course, we have still markedly extravagant and
fantastic travel books like Gulliver's journeyings, like
Niels Klim's visit to the underworld, and many another;
but such fantasies were usually written with satiric
intent., and in any case, however unreal (I think
especially of Gulliver), were all depicted with a
realism expressly calculated to illude.
There is still a further aspect of the travel idea in
literature. I have just said that all narrative literature
is at bottom a record of travel. The older novels are
frequently quite frankly described as Adventures,
Aventures, Abenteuer—strange and unexpected records
of things experienced by the hero on his way through
the world. But, again in the eighteenth century, a
new type of novel was invented by the London printer
Samuel Richardson, who eschewed this element in his
work : the so-called family novel came into being—a
record of everyday happenings in the relation of men
and women to one another. But the influence of
Richardson did not altogether obliterate the travel
element; and for long afterwards we find the century
dominated by a new type of novel, which combined
the record of psychological experience with the older
element of progressive movement and development.
On the other hand, books of travel took on the aspects
of the new Richardsonian novel; and that genre arose
which the eighteenth century called the " Sentimental
Journey ", after Laurence Sterne's work, which was
published in 1768 and became the model for an
enormous literature of travel in every country of
Europe. In fact from now on, everyone travelled
sentimentally—by which of course I do not mean (any
more than Sterne meant) sentimentally in the modern

